
Permanent Synthetic Marking Lines for Natural  Grass Sports Fields

(Technical documents are available for architects or municipalities) 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

What is LINETURF?
LINETURF is a specially fabricated permanent marking system 
for natural grass sports fields. LINETURF is made from durable 
polyethylene (monofilament) fibers, 2.25 inches high (5.71 cm) 
tufted onto a porous urethane backing 7 inches wide (17.78 cm). 
The marking line consists of white fibers 4 inches wide (10 cm) in 
the center and is flanked on both sides with green fibers. 
LINETURF is placed into a small trench cut into the soil and 
infilled with a calculated mixture of DRY SAND and recycled 
crumb rubber. A sod-cutter equipped with a special blade is used 
to cut the sod to the exact dimensions required to accept 
LINETURF. This unique marking system eliminates the need for 
painting or chalking of sports fields. Available colors: white or 
gold (yellow). 

$aves Money
LINETURF can be installed on any natural grass sports field. No 
more painting or chalking is required. Repetitive maintenance 
and repairs of  expensive painting and/or chalking machines are 
a thing of the past. Once installed, the lines are permanent and 
become part of the field. In winter, you can use the fields for 
skating rinks or any other winter sports without damaging the 
marking lines.

In what format is LINETURF available?
Box of 100 linear feet (30.48 linear meters)
Box of 200 linear feet (60.96 linear meters)

What kind of applications can it be used for?
LINETURF may be used on all types of natural grass fields and it 
was primarily intended for sports fields. LINETURF is used for 
markings on soccer, football, rugby, baseball and many other 
types of sports fields. They have also been used for golf cart 
paths, emergency lanes, aircraft landing zones, parachute 
targets, helicopter landing pads and many other various uses.

Maintenance
Regular mowing of the grass does not affect the marking lines. 
The lines are at ground level - not at the height of the grass.

Games never have to be canceled with LINETURF, they are 
permanent! You do not need to have personnel on call to work 
painting or chalking lines after hours or on week-ends. 
Think of the players first.
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Installation of LINETURF
An installation manual is supplied for your personnel with 
each order. LINETURF is easily and rapidly installed. You 
may have LINETURF installed by your own crews or by one 
of our authorized agents. An installation supervisor is 
available upon request  (extra fees are applicable for this 
service). LINETURF does not harm the environment.
Full field markings including circles and other markings are 
more visible even with night lighting and are never washed 
away after a rainfall as with paint or chalk lines. 

LINETURF is patented in the USA 6048282, in Canada 
2,238,953, in Europe and in many other countries.

Durable and Time Tested
LINETURF is warranted for 8 years under normal use or 
discoloration of the fibers from exposure to ultraviolet light 
(U.V.) on installations performed as recommended by the 
manufacturer. These long lasting, commercial quality durable 
fibers can last 10 years or more. You will save lots of time 
and money with a LINETURF installation.

Contact SportsXperts or an authorized representative in your 
area to obtain additional information or a quotation today.

SPORTSXPERTS - Montreal, Canada
Toll Free in North America: 1 888 317-6223

 www.lineturf.com  info@lineturf.com
℡ (514) 990-7499 


